static image on wall begins to bleed

image on floor catches blood: drops another page flies in from off screen

camera dollies away and pans to intro artists

artists drawing unknown image

complex camera pan/tilt across images scattered on floor and wall. superimpose on surrounding shots

overhead view of what artist is drawing

artist rips off page and slams head back

artist lets his head lull to the side eyes closed

artist opens eyes and notices something off screen.
shot of dusty desk with picture on it

artist gets up exits screen left

artist approaches desk and picks up picture

OTS of artist holding picture

artists response to the picture

artist hears sirens and looks outside

flashbacks begin involving police lights and things involving wifes murder

final image of his wife being murdered

artist is shocked out of his flashbacks and looks back at the picture he's holding
artists wipes dust off of wifes picture. superimpose on surrounding shots.

CU emotional response

artist sets down picture as camera dollies back and pans to follow movement

artist exit screen right

artist clears off a cluttered chair

artist sits down

artist begins to draw jump cut to next 2 shots

artist smiles

artist smiles more fade to drawing montage
3 shots superimposed:
1 a rotating master shot that stays consistent
1 shot OTS of canvas
1 shot of artist face

fade into final image of drawing back to real space

artist sentimentally touches page

page begins to glow behind hand

artist yanks hand away

page continues to glow as handprint expands to reveal a living world

girl in drawing waves to artist

artist has joyful tears in response

girl motions for artist to come to her
artist steps into picture

artist takes girl's hand and walks away